Retail Cider BIB List
Unlike Ale this Cider has very long best before dates and will last for more
than 1 month even when opened, the boxes are generally 20L but we do
have some 10L boxes in the Weston’s range

Broadoak Cider (Bristol)

Draught Cider 6%

£55

A rich rustic cider bursting with a dry apple flavour

Bristol Port 4.5%

£55

A medium dry red apple cider with a slight cloud

Broadoak KB 7.5%

£60

A full-bodied copper coloured cider made from West Country apples including the famous Kingstone
black.

Moonshine 7.5%

£60

Strong and very drinkable with a crisp refreshing taste

Pear & Chilli 4%

£60

Our classic National Gold award winning perry expertly blended with an infusion of South East Asian
chillies imparting a lovely warn finish

Pheasant Plucker 4.5%

£50

Traditional cloudy Somerset cider with a full-bodied flavour obtained from west country bittersweet
apples

Sloe Gin Cider 4%

£60

The Marrying of these three flavours, sloe, gin and cider culminate with the characteristics of a fruity
cider punch

Old Bristolian 7.5%

£60

A strong medium cider packed full of flavour

Broadoak Mango 4%

£60

An indulgent, rich and fruity blend of our Somerset cider and Indian mango imparting a finely
balanced medium sweet taste with an inviting fragrant aroma

Crimson King 6%

£60

Fruit plum coloured medium cider with a lovely aroma

Strawberry Cider 4%

£60

A delicious blend of our cider with strawberries imparting a uniquely delicate balanced taste of
summer

Purple Haze 4%

£60

A blend of red and black fruits with our cloudy cider to produce a unique refreshing fruit medley
bursting with flavour. Slightly cloudy

Perry 7.5%

£60

Premium West Country Perry

Sheppy’s Cider (Bradford-On-Tone, Somerset)

Farmhouse Draught Dry 6%

£55

Our medium cider using a mix of bittersweet and Dabinett apples

Farmhouse Draught Medium 6%

£55

Our medium cider using a mix of bittersweet and Dabinett apples

Farmhouse Draught Sweet 6%

£55

Dabinett & Michelin apples are blended here to present a very interesting full Medium Cider.

Orchard Dew Cloudy 6%

£55

A real apple cider infused with tart Rhubarb and blended with vanilla for a smooth session cider.

Cider with Raspberry 4%

£55

Crisp apple cider blended with Strawberry, Raspberry and Blackcurrant.

Cider with Blackberry & Elderflower 4%
Crisp apple cider blended with Blackberry & Elderflower.

Gwynt Y Ddraig (South Wales)

£55

Welsh Warrior 6%

£60

This mighty cider is a true Welsh Warrior - powerful, strong and proud of its Welsh heritage. This
cider has a good depth of colour and a rounded and balanced flavour.

Celtic Warrior 5.5%

£55

This warrior of a cider is sweet but mighty on flavour. The result is a cider with a full depth of colour,
a matured flavour with a smooth, balanced finish.

Ancient Warrior 6.5%

£60

This warrior of a drink is a traditional dry cider which will challenge your taste buds to battle and win
every time.

Farmhouse Scrumpy 5.3%

£55

A wonderfully nostalgic scrumpy cider. Golden in colour with a medium taste and a refreshing apple
aroma. A smooth balanced flavour like all good scrumpy ciders should have.

Two Trees Perry 4.5%

£60

A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit and a hint of honey on the palate.

Fiery Fox 6.5%

£60

This sneaky cider is as wily as a fox - one sip and it will creep up on you and become your new
favourite drink before you know it! Golden medium cider with a refreshing apple aroma. Smooth
balanced flavour that has a fresh sharpness.

Pyder 6%

£60

An out of the ordinary mix of apples and pears expertly blended to tantalise your taste buds.

Seacider (Suffolk)

Black Cherry 4%

£60

A delicious craft cider made from locally grown fruit. Pressed to create a juicy burst with tons of
refreshing flavour!

Bakewell Tart 4%

£60

The Marrying of these three flavours, sloe, gin and cider culminate with the characteristics of a fruity
cider punch

Lemon Meringue Pie 4%

£60

Made with the pure juice of fresh Lemon Juice and Carmel and blended with SeaCider Medium, this
cider is refreshing and packed with flavour.

Marmalade 4%

£60

Made with Seville oranges and freshly pressed dessert fruit. Sweet, refreshing and bursting with
flavour. One of our most popular craft ciders enjoyed all year round!

Raspberry Ripple 4%

£60

Made with the pure juice of fresh Raspberry & Vanilla and blended with SeaCider Medium, this cider
is refreshing and packed with flavour.

Strawberry 4%

£60

Now back due to popular demand! Made with pure strawberry juice, you can't go wrong with this
delicious cider!

Stick Toffee Pudding 4%

£60

A genuine taste of sticky toffee made from caramel and our award-winning medium range craft cider
to ensure this number is full flavoured and utterly delicious!

White Peach 4%

£60

A fruity and refreshing blend of our medium cider and white peach juice.

Lilley’s Cider (Frome)

Apples & Pears 5.2%

£55

Made from 88% Pear and 12% apple, sweet in flavour with a mouth-watering almost exotic taste.

Sunset 6%
A rich and fruity rustic cider, bursting with apple flavour, cloudy and medium sweet.

Celtic Marches (Bishops Frome)

£55

Single Variety Ashton Bitters 5.6%

£55

A characterful single variety cider with a subtle tartness. This golden dry cider is 5.6% and crafted
using only Ashton Bitters grown on the Herefordshire family farm.

Cracklin’ Rosie 4.5%

£55

A real apple cider infused with tart Rhubarb and blended with vanilla for a smooth session cider.

Cuckoo Penny 4%

£60

This palate pleasing cider is the International Cider Challenge 2018 Trophy winner! A beautiful blend
of Yorkshire Triangle Timperley Rhubarb Juice and our Herefordshire Cider creates the quintessential
taste of the English Countryside. A medium cider with the subtle tart of rhubarb juice giving a
refreshing bite at the end

Taunton Cider Co (Taunton, Somerset)

Medium Cider 4%

£50

A beautiful blended Somerset Apple Cider produced from local orchards

Dry Cider 4%

£50

A beautiful blended Somerset Apple Cider produced from local orchards

Vintage Cider 6%
A beautiful blended Somerset Apple Cider produced from local orchards

Weston’s Cider Co (Herefordshire)

£55

Family Reserve 5%

£50

A refreshing medium dry still cider that smooth and rounded in flavour from slow maturation in
aged oak vats.

Old Rosie 6.8%

£60

Light, crisp and dry with a balance of sweetness and acidity, to complement the bitterness of
traditional cider apples

Rosie’s Pig Cloudy 4.5% 10L

£50

Crisp apple flavour with a refreshing fruity finish

Rosie’s Pig Rhubarb 4% 10L

£35

Satisfyingly complex, slightly astringent with a hint of citrus and a tart finish

Rosie’s Pig Raspberry 4% 10L

£35

A refreshing berry flavour with citrus notes creates a well-balanced easy drinking cider with a fresh
finish

Rosie’s Pig Strawb w/E’flower 4% 10L

£35

Well balanced with delicious strawberry flavour and hints of added elderflower

Rosie’s Pig Mulled Cider 4% 10L

£35

